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CLI   Commands  
Gemini   Manage    supports   a   series   of   shell   commands   that   can   be   executed   locally   from   the   console.   
Authentication   using   one   of   three   built-in   User   accounts   (see    Default   Passwords   for   CLI   Operations    for  
details)   is   required   in   order   to   use   these   commands   over   SSH.  
We   recommend   that   you   use   the   ‘ sbox ’   OS   user   account   for   the   majority   of   the   commands   listed   here.  
For    Splunk    specific   issues,   you   should   use   the    ‘splunk ’   OS   user   account.  
Once   authenticated,   simply   type   ‘ sbox ’   at   the   command   prompt   for   an   overview   of   the    top   level  
commands   available   in   Manage   as   shown   below.  
 

  sbox  

 
 

Usage:   sbox   [OPTIONS]   [COMMAND]  
 
[OPTIONS]  
--version               Show   Gemini   Manage   version.  
--service-tag         Display   service   tag   of   server.  
--model                 Display   model   name   of   server.  
 
[COMMAND]  
help                      Display   help   for   each   of   command.  
admin                   Configure   Gemini   Enterprise   Manager.  
agent                    Manage   Gemini   Agent.  
cloudera               Manage   Cloudera   Hadoop   deployed   on   current   node.  
cluster                  Configure   node   cluster.  
config                   Configure   appliance.  
diag                      Generate   diag   information.  
isf                         Control   Independent   Stream   Forwarder   service.  
license                  Manage   Gemini   Enterprise   license.  
network                Setup   for   specific   network   interface.  
server                   Manage   appliance   server   to   reboot   or   shutdown.  
service                 Control   services.  
splunk                  Manage   Splunk   deployed   on   current   node.  
system                 Display   system   information   and   patch.  
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The   help   Command  
To   display   more   detail   regarding   the   top   level   commands   use   the   ‘ help ’   command;  
 

  sbox   help  

 

Usage:   sbox   admin   [OPTIONS]  
[OPTIONS]  
       --reset-password          Reset   password   of   web   UI   admin   user.  
       -set-password              Set   password   for   web   UI   admin   user.  
       --gen-ssl                       Regenerate   SSL   keys   for   web   server.  
       --installed-packages     Display   installed   packages   in   web   server.  
       --skip-wizard                 Skip   the   setup   wizard   on   access.  
       --restart                         Restart   sbox-admin   service.  
 
Usage:   sbox   agent   [OPTIONS]  
[OPTIONS]  
       --enable                       Enable   agent   download.  
       --disable                      Disable   agent   download.  
       --download-link            Display   agent   download   link.  
 
Usage:   sbox   cloudera   [OPTIONS]  
[OPTIONS]  
       --undo                         Remove   all   the   cloudera   deployment.  
 
Usage:   sbox   cluster   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
           --help   -H  
           --reset                  Reset   all   settings   in   current   node.  
           --token                 Display   current   token   string.  
           -register               Register   to   parent   node.  
                                     Argument:   <parent_node>:<token_string>  
  
Usage:   sbox   config   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --accept-eula           To   accept   End   User   License   Agreement.  
       -hostname               Set   hostname.  
     -timezone                Set   system   timezone.  
       --trial-license            Start   trial   license   for   web   admin.  
       -license-file              Import   license   file.  
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                                     Argument:   <path_to_license_file>  
       -license-server         Indicate   remote   license   server.  
                                     Argument:   <server_host>:<token_string>  
 
Usage:   sbox   config   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
     --generate              Generate   diagnostics   zip   file.  
 
Usage:   sbox   isf   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --restart                 Restart   Independent   Stream   Forwarder   service  
       --stop                    Stop   Independent   Stream   Forwarder   service  
       --log                      Watch   log  
 
Usage:   sbox   config   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --trial-license         Grant   trial   license   for   Gemini   Enterprise.  
       --revoke-trial          Revoke   trial   license.  
       -license-file            Import   license   file.  
                                   Argument:   <path_to_license_file>  
       -license-server      Indicate   remote   license   server.  
                                   Argument:   <server_host>:<token_string>  
 
Usage:   sbox   network   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --reset                 Reset   all   network   interface   to   default   value.  
       -nic                      Setup   specific   network   interface,   required   for  
                                 below   options.  
       --disable              Disable   specific   NIC,   when   given   it   ignores  
                                 --dhcp,   -ip,   -netmask   and   -gateway   options.  
       --dhcp                  Config   the   specific   NIC   as   DHCP.  
       -ip                        Set   IP   address   for   specific   NIC.  
       -netmask             Set   subnet   mask   for   specific   NIC,   required   when  
                                 set   IP   address.  
       -gateway             Set   gateway   on   specific   NIC.   Optional.  
 
Usage:   sbox   service   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
           --reboot            Reboot   server.  
           --shutdown       Shutdown   server.  
  
Usage:   sbox   service   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --status                Display   status   of   services.  
       --listen-port          Display   all   listening   port   of   services.  
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       --restart                Restart   all   services.  
 
Usage:   sbox   splunk   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --kill                                      Remove   Splunk   instance.  
       --reset_environments          Clean   up   Splunk   environment   settings.  
       --backup_setting    <file>       Backup   Splunk   settings.  
       --restore_setting   <file>        Restore   Splunk   settings.  
 
Usage:   sbox   system   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --info                                    Display   system   information.  
       -patch   <file_path>               Apply   patch   file   with   <file_path>.  

 

Commands   for   initial   setup 
 

The   network   Command  
The   ‘ sbox   network ’   command   allows   you   to   complete   the   basic   network   settings,   including   both  
DHCP   and   static   network   settings.   
We   recommend   that   you   create   a   permanent   static   IP   address   for   Gemini   Manage.   
If   necessary,   identify   the   name   of   the   device   network   interface   using   the   following   command   at   the  
terminal:  

ip   a  

Output   from   this   command   is   shown   below   to   reveal   in   this   case;   an    interface   name    of   ‘ nic0’ ,   and  
current    ip   address    of    192.168.1.100 .   

 
[sbox@sboxnode1   ~]$    ip   a  
1:   lo:   <LOOPBACK,UP,LOWER_UP>   mtu   65536   qdisc   noqueue   state   UNKNOWN   
     link/loopback   00:00:00:00:00:00   brd   00:00:00:00:00:00  
     inet   127.0.0.1/8   scope   host   lo  
        valid_lft   forever   preferred_lft   forever  
     inet6   ::1/128   scope   host   
        valid_lft   forever   preferred_lft   forever  
2:    nic0 :   <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP>   mtu   1500   qdisc   pfifo_fast   state   UP   qlen   1000  
     link/ether   08:00:27:9e:96:c0   brd   ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff  
      inet   192.168.1.100 /24   brd   192.168.1.255   scope   global   dynamic   nic0  
        valid_lft   68091sec   preferred_lft   68091sec  

 
If   you   wish   to   configure   or   change   the    static   network    settings,   use   the   following   command;  

sbox   network   -nic   <network_interface_name>   -ip   <ip_address>  
-netmask   <netmask>   -gateway   <gateway_ip>  
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An   example   of   setting   the   Network   Interface   ‘ nic0’    to   create   a   static   ip   address   is   shown   below;  

sbox   network   -nic   nic0   -ip   192.168.1.100   -netmask   255.255.255.0  
-gateway   192.168.1.1  

 
Alternatively,   if   you   wish   to   configure   the   network   interface   to   use    DHCP    use   the   following   command;  

sbox   network   -nic   <network_interface_name>   --dhcp  

 
A   summary   of   the   ‘ network’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal  
at   any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   network ’.  

Usage:   sbox   network   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --reset                 Reset   all   network   interface   to   default   value.  
       -nic                      Setup   specific   network   interface,   required   for  
                                 below   options.  
       --disable              Disable   specific   NIC,   when   given   it   ignores  
                                 --dhcp,   -ip,   -netmask   and   -gateway   options.  
       --dhcp                  Config   a   specific   NIC   for   DHCP,    ie.   sbox   network   -nic   eth0   --dhcp  
       -ip                        Set   IP   address   for   specific   NIC.  
       -netmask             Set   subnet   mask   for   specific   NIC,   required   when  
                                 set   IP   address.  
       -gateway             Set   gateway   on   specific   NIC.   Optional.  

 

 

The   config   Command  
Together   with   the   ‘ network ’   command,   the   ‘ config ’   command   provides   additional   configuration   at  
deployment,   such   as   setting   the   appliance   hostname   and   timezone.   This   would   normally   be   set   up   in  
the    Manage   UI ,   but   this   offers   an   alternative.   
It   can   also   be   used   to   apply   a   Licence   file,   and   set   a   Licence   Server.  
A   summary   of   the   ‘ config’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal   at  
any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   config ’.  
 

Usage:   sbox   config   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --trial-license         Grant   trial   license   for   Gemini   Enterprise.  
       --revoke-trial          Revoke   trial   license.  
       -license-file            Import   license   file.  
                                   Argument:   <path_to_license_file>  
       -license-server      Indicate   remote   license   server.  
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                                   Argument:   <server_host>:<token_string>  

 

Note  
Note   that   the   license   file   has   to   be   uploaded   to   the   appliance   before   it   can   be  
applied.  

 
 

 

The   cluster   Command  
This   can   be   used   to   join   an   existing    Gemini   Cluster    or   to   reset   the   membership.  
A   summary   of   the   ‘ cluster’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal   at  
any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   cluster ’.  
 

Usage:   sbox   cluster   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
           --help   -H  
           --reset                  Reset   all   settings   in   current   node.  
           --token                 Display   current   token   string.  
           -register               Register   to   parent   node.  
                                     Argument:   <parent_node>:<token_string>  

 
As   an   example,   type   the   following   command   to   display   the   token   string   of   this   cluster   node   used   by   a  
‘child’   node   to   setup   membership   to   this   node:  

sbox   cluster   --token  

 
 

 

The   admin   Command   (setup   options)  
This   command   can   be   used   to   control   the    Manage   web   UI    administration.    This   could   include   reseting  
a   custom   installed   SSL   certificate   or   to   disable   the   web-based   setup   wizard   when   all   settings   have  
been   applied   using   the   CLI.  
A   summary   of   the   ‘ admin’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal   at  
any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   admin ’.  

Usage:   sbox   admin   [OPTIONS]  
[OPTIONS]  
       --reset-password          Reset   password   of   web   admin   user.  
       -set-password              Set   password   for   web   admin   user.  
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       --gen-ssl                       Regenerate   SSL   keys   for   web   server.  
       --installed-packages     Display   installed   packages   in   the   web   server.  
       --skip-wizard                 Skip   the   setup   wizard   on   access.  
       --restart                         Restart   the   sbox-admin   service.  

 

Note  Use   these   commands   with   caution   as   some   may   restart   the   web   UI.  

 

 

 

The   agent   Command   -   Management   Center   Node  
Gemini   Agents    are   a   new   feature   of   Manage   available   from   Version   2.7   and   above.   For   more   details,  
refer   to   the   separate   ‘ Gemini   Appliance   Gemini   Agents   Quick   Start   Guide ’.  
The   ability   to   distribute    Gemini   Agents    to   remote   Splunk   instances   for   integration   into   a    Management  
Center    is   disabled   by   default.   
To   enable   the    Gemini   Agent   distribution    feature   and   receive   confirmation   of   the   download   URI;  
 
Login   at   the   terminal   interface   of   your    Management   Center    appliance   using   the   ‘ sbox ’   account,   and  
type   the   following   command;  
  

sbox   agent   --download-link  

 
This   will   return   the    download   URI    link   which   can   be   used   at   any   remote   instance.    Be   sure   to   copy  
this   for   easy   reference.   
 

[sbox@gemini-1c8d22   ~]$   sbox   agent   --download-link  

https://10.2.x.x:4444/uno/repos/agent/gemini-agent-20.03-4.tar.gz  

 
Alternatively,   please   obtain   the   latest    Gemini   Agent    binary   from    support@geminidata.com  
 

The   agent   Command   -   Splunk   Host   Node  
Please   refer   to   the    Gemini   Appliance   Gemini   Agents   Quick   Start   Guide    for   more   details   on   the  
following   commands,   if   required.   All   of   the   commands   in   this   section   are   run   at   the   host   Splunk  
instance   with   a   working   Gemini   Agent.  
Use   the   following   command   to   with    root    privilege   to   complete   an   installation   of   the   Gemini   Agent   on   a  
Splunk   host   instance   running   Linux,   following   the   download   and   unpacking   of   the   agent   binary:  
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sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   start   

 
An   output   screen   will   follow   with   several   questions.   Either   accept   the   defaults   or   override   with   new  
details   accordingly;  

● Has   Splunk   installed?   [yes]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   accept   the   default,   or   type   ‘no’   if   appropriate.  

● Installed   $SPLUNK_HOME?   [/opt/splunk]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm   or   type   an   alternative   directory   where   Splunk   is  
installed.  

● Splunk   admin   user   [admin]:   
Select   ‘enter’   to   confirm,   or   use   another   user   you   have   created   with   admin  
rights.  

● Splunk   admin   password:    
Type   the   password   for   the   above   account.  
 

On   completion,   the   screen   should   resemble   the   example   below.    Ensure   that   the   last   line   reads;  
       ‘    +     API   is   running ’   
This   confirms   that   the   installation   has   completed   successfully   and   that   the   agent   service   is   running.  
 

Confirmed,   splunk_admin_password   of   Splunk:  
$6$49lpyBD2MjORlvw5$TZoqRf6iWo.GEjJQNsjYRCkKAQanvbKYty7T.d0yazt 
l8GRdN5Sk5u06NPkVhPVCRSFjx.NutFv71PyIT6EDl1  

+   deployment   file   generated.  

+   Api   is   not   running  

 

+   systemd   start   service...  

+   API   is   running  

 
This   process   is   also   applicable   to   host   machines   without   Splunk   installed   providing   Splunk   is  
subsequently   installed   with   the   attributes   specified   during   the   Gemini   Agent   installation.  
 
 

agent   status  
If   at   any   time   you   want   to   verify   whether   the    Gemini   Agent    service   is   active,   use   the   following  
command;  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   status  
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A   typical   response   from   this   command   should   show   the    Active:   active   (running)    message  

 

agent   --version  
If   at   any   time   you   wish   to   know   which    Gemini     Agent    version   is   active   on   this   instance,   run   the  
following   command   to   return   the   date   of   the   Agent   release.   Note,   that   this   does   not   require   privileged  
access   to   run;  
 

/opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   --version  

 

agent   restart  
If   you   wish   to   restart   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   service,   run   the   following   command;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   restart  

 

agent   configure  
If   you   wish   to   go   through   the   initial   Gemini   Agent   configuration   script   again,   for   instance   if   the   local  
Splunk   admin   password   has   been   changed,   run   the   following   command;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   configure  

 

agent   uninstall  
If   for   any   reason   you   need   to   uninstall   the    Gemini   Agent    use   the   following   command.    Note   that   in  
order   to   upgrade   the   Gemini   Agent   it   is   first   required   that   the   existing   Gemini   Agent   is   first   uninstalled.  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   uninstall  

agent   stop/start  
If   you   need   to   stop   or   start   the   agent   manually,   use   the   following   commands;  
 

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   stop  

sudo   /opt/gemini/agent/bin/agent   start  
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Commands   for   Information   Gathering  
 

The   version   Operator  
Used   with   the   sbox   command,   this   operator   will   display   the   currently   installed   version   of   Gemini  
Manage;  

sbox   --version  

 

The   model   Operator  
Used   with   the   sbox   command,   this   operator   will   acquire   the   model   of   this   appliance;  

sbox   --model  

 
On   virtualized   environments   or   on   public   clouds,   the   returned   string   represents   the   Hypervisor   type   (ie.  
vmware)   or   on   Amazon   EC2,   “HVM   domU”   will   be   returned.  

 

The   service-tag   Operator  
Used   with   the   sbox   command,   this   operator   returns   the   unique   service   tag   of   the   appliance.    This  
could   be   useful   during   a   Support   issue,   and   Customer   Support   may   ask   for   this   value   when   contacted.  

sbox   --service-tag  

 

Notes  

Please   ensure   you   include   all   these   details,   when   opening   a   Customer  
Support   Request.  
This   information   is   automatically   included   within   the    Diagnostic   Report  
created   using   the   Manage   web   UI.  

 
 

 

The   admin   Command   (installed-packages   operator)  
The   ‘ admin ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --installed-packages’    operator   to   produce   a   list   of  
installed   packages   and   their   versions.   This   could   be   useful   for   audit   purposes.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --installed-packages’    operator   as   shown   below;  

sbox   admin   --installed-packages  
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The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

 

The   service   Command   (status   operator)  
The   ‘ service ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ status’    operator   to   obtain   the   status   of   Gemini  
components.   
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ status’    operator   as   shown   below;  

sbox   service   --status  

 
The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

 

 

 

 

The   service   Command   (listen-port   operator)  
This   administrative   command   operator   could   be   used   to   find   exposed   network   ports.   Exposed   ports  
would   normally   include   the   Web   UI   TCP   port   exposed   to   the   connected   network.   To   obtain   a   full   list   of  
the   open   ports   and   their   exposure,   run   the   ‘ --listen-port ’   operator   as   shown   below;  
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sbox   service   --listen-port  

 
The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

 

Notes  

The   wildcard   ‘ * ’   character   means   that   the   related   network   port   is   open   on  
all    active   network   interfaces.  
If   ‘127.0.0.1’   is   shown   in   the   Host   column,   it   means   that   the   port   is   not  
exposed   to   any   externally   connected   network   and   will   allow   only   ‘Host’  
based   communication.  

 
 

The   system   Command   (info   operator)  
The   ‘ system ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --info’    operator   to   display   hardware   and   software  
information.   This   is   useful   for   collecting   system   information.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --info’    operator   as   shown   below;  

sbox   system   --info  

 

The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  
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Commands   for   Troubleshooting 
 

The   admin   Command   (Troubleshooting)  
A   summary   of   the   ‘ admin’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal   at  
any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   admin ’.  

Usage:   sbox   admin   [OPTIONS]  
[OPTIONS]  
       --reset-password          Reset   password   of   web   UI   admin   user.  
       -set-password              Set   password   for   web   UI   admin   user.  
       --gen-ssl                       Regenerate   SSL   keys   for   web   server.  
       --installed-packages     Display   installed   packages   in   web   server.  
       --skip-wizard                 Skip   the   setup   wizard   on   access.  
       --restart                         Restart   sbox-admin   service.  

 

The   admin   Command   (reset-password   operator)  
The   ‘ admin ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --reset-password’    operator   to   reset   the   Manage   Web   UI  
‘ admin ’   password.   
This   can   be   invaluable   if   the   Customer   has   forgotten   their   web   UI   password.   It   will   unlock   the   account  
and   set   a   randomly   generated   password.   

Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --reset-operator’    operator   as   shown   below;  
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sbox   admin   --reset-password  

 
The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

 

The   admin   Command   (set-password   operator)  
The   ‘ admin ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ -set-password’    operator   to   set   a   new   password   instead  
of   using   a   randomly   generated   string   as   with   the   ‘--reset-password’   operator.    Note:    that   only   one  
hyphen   ( - )   is   used   with   this   operator   not   two.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ -set-password’    operator   as   shown   below;  

sbox   admin   -set-password   <new_password>  

 

where   ‘< new_password >’   has   to   be   replaced   with   the   desired   password.   
It   is   generally   recommended   to   change   the   admin   password   using   the   Web   UI,   and   then   to   change   it  
using   the   CLI   as   shown   here.  
 

The   admin   Command   (gen-ssl   operator)  
The   ‘ admin ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --gen-ssl’    operator   to   reset   the   SSL   certificate   used   by  
the   web   UI.  
This   can   be   useful   if   the   web   UI   is   unavailable   due   to   certificate   issues   (e.g.   expired   or   invalid  
certificate).  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘- -gen-ssl’    operator   as   shown   below   to   reset   the   SSL   certificate;  

sbox   admin   --gen-ssl  

 

 
Important:    This   will   overwrite   any   custom   private   key   and   certificate   installed   using   the   Manage   Web  
GUI.   It   is   recommended   to   backup   private   keys   and   certificates   using   the   Manage   backup   feature   from  
the   Web   UI   before   performing   this   operation.  
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The   cloudera   Command  
The   following   command   is   only   for   use   with   a   Cloudera   installation   on   Manage.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --undo’    operator   as   shown   below   to   remove   an   existing   Cloudera  
installation   completely   from   a   Gemini   appliance;  

sbox   cloudera   --undo  

The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

Important:    This   will   completely   erase   the   Cloudera   installation   on   this   node.   Gemini   recommends  
backing   up   the   Cloudera   configuration   and   manually   removing   and   redistributing   any   assigned  
Hadoop   services   in   Cloudera   Clusters   from   this   node   using   Cloudera   Manage.  

 

The   cluster   Command   (reset   operator)  
The   ‘ cluster ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --reset’    operator   to   reset   the   Cluster   settings   for   this  
node   to   disconnect   and   remove   its   related   membership   settings   from   this   particular   appliance.   Any  
‘child’   nodes   connected   by   this   token   will   also   be   reset   to   default.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘- -reset’    operator   as   shown   below;  

sbox   cluster   --reset  

 
 

 

The   network   Command   (reset   operator)  
The   ‘ network ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --reset’    operator   to   reset   the   network   interface   settings  
and   remove   any   IP   bondings.   
Following   the   running   of   this   command,   basic   network   settings   will   be   set   to   default   and   will   have   to   be  
configured   again   (see    The   network   Command    section   above   for   details);  

sbox   network   --reset  

 
 

 

The   service   Command   (restart   operator)   
The   ‘ service ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --restart’    operator   to   restart   the   administrative   services  
of   Manage.    This   may   be   requested   by   the   Gemini   Customer   Support   department   during   a   technical  
issue.  
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Additionally,   this   action   could   be   performed   if   the   Web   UI   is   unresponsive   for   some   reason.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --restart’    operator   as   shown   below   to   restart   Gemini   services   with  
immediate   effect;  

sbox   service   --restart  

 
The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 
 

 

 

The   splunk   Command   
A   summary   of   the   ‘ splunk’    command   and   options   is   given   below,   and   can   be   shown   at   the   terminal   at  
any   time   by   typing   ‘ sbox   splunk ’.  

Usage:   sbox   splunk   [OPTIONS]  

[OPTIONS]  
       --kill                                      Remove   Splunk   instance.  
       --reset_environments          Clean   up   Splunk   environment   settings.  
       --backup_setting    <file>       Backup   Splunk   settings.  
       --restore_setting   <file>        Restore   Splunk   settings.  

 
The   ‘ splunk ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --kill’    operator   to   remove   the   installed   Splunk   instance  
in   its   entirety;   including   the   binary   file,   configurations,   and   all   ingested   data.   

sbox   splunk   --kill  

 

Notes  
Warning!:    All   Splunk   configs   and   data   will   be   deleted.  
                  This   is   not   a   recoverable   action.   Use   with   caution.   

 
Reset   Splunk   Environments  
The   ‘ splunk ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --reset_environments’    operator   to   reset   the   Splunk  
Environments   database.   
This   is   designed   to   remove   the   Splunk   Environments   information   from   Manage.   During   the   process  
you   will   be   asked   if   you   also   want   to   remove   Splunk.    This   is   an   important   question   to   which   you   would  
normally   respond   ‘ NO ’.  
This   might   be   necessary   if   unintended   actions   have   in   some   way   corrupted   the    Splunk  
Environments    dashboard.   
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Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --reset_environments’    operator   as   shown   below   to   reset   the   Splunk  
Environments   database;  

sbox   splunk   --reset_environments  

 

Notes  

Use   with   care,   and   watch   for   the   prompts   at   the   console.   If   answered  
incorrectly,   all   Splunk   installations   in   the   environment   will   also   be   removed.   
Read   any   prompt   messages   with   care   and   act   accordingly.  
This   command   replaces   the   previous   commands:   
sbox   splunk   --kill   
sbox   splunk   --undo-manager  

 
 

The   system   Command   (patch   operator)   
The   ‘ system ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   ‘ --patch’    operator   to   apply   patches   to   Manage.   This  
could   be   in   the   case   that   the   Manage   Web   UI   is   inaccessible.   
Upload   the   patch   to   Gemini   Manage   before   running   this   command.  
Use   the   command   with   the   ‘ --patch’    operator   as   shown   below   to   apply   a   patch   without   relying   on   the  
web   interface;  

sbox   system   -patch   <patch_file>  

 
The   screen   below   shows   a   typical   output   from   this   command;  

 

 

 

The   Independent   Stream   Forwarder(isf)   Command  
This   is   only   relevant   if   this   instance   has   been   deployed   as   an   Independent   Stream   Forwarder(ISF)   in  
Splunk   Environments.  
The   ‘ isf ’   command   can   be   used   with   the   following   operators   to   control   the   ISF   services.   
Run   the   following   command   to    restart    the   ISF   service  
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sbox   isf   --restart  

 
Run   the   following   command   to    stop    the   ISF   service  

sbox   isf   --stop  

 
Run   the   following   command   to    read    the   application   log.  

sbox   isf   --log  

 
 

 
 
 

Commands   for   System   Operations 
 

Additional   commands   are   available   specific   to   interactive   shells   from   the   console.  

Note  
Note:    The   commands   listed   below   related   to   System   Operations   are   restricted  
from   being   used   through   SSH   sessions   and   have   to   be   typed   at   the   console!  

 

System   Reboot  
To   reboot   the   Gemini   Appliance,   just   type;  

reboot  

 

System   Power   Off  
The   shut   down   the   Gemini   Appliance,   just   type;  

poweroff  
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